
   IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE: : : :
TINSUKIA

Present:   Smt. Audri Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                      G.R. Case No. 634/11

         Under Section 406/379/420/506 of the Indian Penal Code

             The State of Assam..............................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

  Sri Noren Gogoi..................................................Accused person

Appearance:-

             Smti Jamila Khatoon

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor.......................For the State

             Sri Pranesh Roy

             Advocate...............................................For the accused

    Evidence recorded on          :  02.08.2014, 19.03.2015, 26.03.2015,  
08.10.2015, 18.12.2015, 23.06.2016,  
16.02.2018, 16.03.2018.   

    Date of Argument                :  12.02.2019.

    Date of Judgment                 :  28.03.2019.



                                               J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1. The prosecution case in brief  is that on 23.05.11

the complainant Sri Prem Upadhyay filed an Ejahar before the Officer

in charge, Tinsukia PS. stating  inter alia that Sri Naren Gogoi, S/o Lt.

Gunaram  Gogoi,  resident  of  Gellapukhuri  road,  Hoonowali  gaon,

Tinsukia has taken Rs.7,00,000/- (Seven lacs) from him and assured

him to repay the same amount before 15.05.11. Even after repeated

request, he did not fulfill his obligation with an intention to cheat him.

Further  when  the  informant  accompanied  by  his  friend  Sri  Arvind

Prasad  meet with him near blood bank on 23.05.11 at about 11 am,

he used filthy language  by saying that he would kill him if he would

dare to ask for  money in future.  The accused  also threatened the

complainant   to  leave  Tinsukia  immediately.  He  also  used  criminal

force  upon Arvind  Prasad  and snatched a  gold  chain  amounting of

Rs.25,000/- and fled away. Hence, he filed this case. 

                     2. Upon receiving the Ejahar, the officer-in-charge, the

Officer-in-charge, Tinsukia PS. registered a case vide. Tinsukia PS. case

No. 316/11 u/s 406/420 of IPC. Police investigated the case and filed

charge-sheet against the accused Sri Noren Gogoi u/s 406/420 of IPC.

Summons were served to the accused person and on his appearance

copy was furnished and the charge of offence u/s 406 IPC was framed,

read over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty

and claimed to be tried. Later on,  additional charge  u/s 379/420/506

IPC were also framed, read over and explained to the accused person,

to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

        3. The prosecution examined 4 (Four) PWs. Heard the

argument and perused the evidences, documents and record carefully.

 4.     Point for determination:

The following points are considered for determination of this case:



 i)  Whether  the  accused  person   entrusted  with  cash

amount  of  Rs.7,00,000/-  (Seven  lacs)  and  under  an

obligation  to  refund  the  same  to  the  informant  Prem

Upadyay dishonestly and intentionally failed to obey the

contractual  obligation  to  refund  the  same  and  thereby

committed an offence liable to be punished under section

406 I.P.C.?

ii) Whether the accused person on 23.05.11 at about

11  am  near  Blood  Bank,  Tinsukia  intending  to  take

dishonestly  a  gold  chain  worth  Rs.25,000/-  out  of  the

possession  of  Sri  Prem  Upadhay  without  his  consent,

moved  the  same  in  order  to  such  taking  and  thereby

committed an offence liable to be punished u/s 379 I.P.C.?

iii) Whether the accused person cheated and thereby

induced  Sri  Prem  Upadhyay  to  hand  over  a  sum  of

Rs.7,00,000/-  and  thereby  committed  an  offence

punishable u/s 420 of I.P.C. ?

iv) Whether the accused person on 23.05.11 at about

11 am, near Blood Bank, Tinsukia threatened to kill  Sri

Prem Upadhyay  and thereby  committed  an  offence  u/s

506 of IPC ?

Discussions, Decisions And Reason :

                5.  The prosecution adduced the following evidence for

establishing their case:   

  6.  PW-1, Sri Manuj Kr. Gupta deposed in his evidence

that he knew both the Complainant and the accused persons. One day

about three years ago at about 11 am, he saw that the complainant

and  the  accused  were  engaged  in  altercation  regarding  cash

transaction in front of the Blood Bank, S.R. Lohia Road, Tinsukia. In the

meantime, Arvind Prasad arrived there and the accused Noren Gogoi

snatched a gold chain from the neck of Arvind Prasad.  He came to



know that there was an agreement between the complainant and the

accused regarding transaction of  cash Rs.7,00,000/-.  Police took his

signature on a seizure list . Ext.1 is the seizure list and Ext.1(1) is his

signature. He heard that the accused threatened the complainant that

if he would have to leave Tinsukia if  he  ever asked for his money.

Police recorded his statement. 

7. PW.2 the Complainant Sri Prem Upadhyay deposed

in his evidence that the incident took place on 23.05.11 at about 11.00

am near Tinsukia Blood Bank. At the time of incident, he asked the

accused for Rs.7,00,000/- that he had  given to  him for his business.

Thereafter the accused engaged in altercation with him and used slang

language  and  threatened  him  to  leave  Tinsukia.  The  accused  also

threatened him that if he would ask for repayment of money, he would

kill  him. While Arvind Prasad intervened them, the accused pushed

him and snatched a gold chain worth Rs.25,000/- and threatened him

with dire consequences of life. There was an agreement between him

and  the  accused  while  he  lent  Rs.7,00,000/-  to  the  accused.  He

furnished the copy of the said agreement to police and police seized

the same. Ext. 1 is the said seizure list and Ext. 1(2) is his signature.

Thereafter he lodged an ejahar in the police station. Ext. 2 is the said

ejahar and Ext.2(1) is his ejahar. Police recorded his statement. 

8. PW.3  Sri  Arvind  Prasad  deposed  in  his  evidence

that he knew the informant and the accused. The incident took place

about three years ago. He did not remember the exact date of the

incident.  The incident took place at about  11 am near Blood Bank,

Tinsukia. His shop is situated near the place of occurrence and he had

seen  the  occurrence.  About  one  month  before  the  occurrence,  the

informant gave a loan of Rs.7,00,000/- to the accused in his presence

and  the  accused  promised  to  return  the  same.  At  the  time  of

occurrence there took place an altercation between the informant and

the accused. The accused threatened the informant and told him to

forget  the  money  else  he  would  have  to  leave  Assam.  When  he



intervened, the accused physically assaulted him and took away his

gold chain worth Rs.25,000/-. Immediately after the incident he and

the  informant  lodged  FIR  before  the  police.  Police  recorded  his

statement. He had affixed his signature on a paper but he could not

say why and under what circumstances he had affixed his signature.

Ext. 1 is that paper and Ext.1(1) is his signature on the same. 

9. PW.4 the  I.O.  Sri  Muhidhar  Gogoi  deposed in  his

evidence that on 23.05.11 he was working as ASI-cum-Attached Officer

in Tinsukia police station. On that day Sri Prem Upadhaya filed Ext. 2

at the police station and he was entrusted with the charge of enquiry

of the case by O/c, Tinsukia PS. He had submitted the report to the

O/c, Tinsukia PS after completion of preliminary enquiry. Ext. 2(2) is the

endorsement note given to him by the O/c, Tinsukia PS for enquiry of

the case and Ext.2(3) is the preliminary report submitted by him and

Exh.2(4)  is  his  signature.  Thereafter,  he  was  given  the  charge  of

investigation  of  the  case.  Ext.2(5)  is  the  endorsement.  During  the

course of investigation he interrogated the complainant and witnesses.

He seized xerox copy of notary agreement from the complainant. Ext.

1 is the said seizure list and Ext.1(3) is his signature. M.Ext.1 is the

seized  xerox  copy  of  agreement(running  in  two  pages.  Ld  Defence

Counsel objected to the admission of M.Ext.1 on the ground that the

same  is  a  xerox  copy.  M.Exh.1  was  admitted  under  objection.  The

accused appeared before the police station and he was arrested. After

completion of investigation he submitted the chargesheet of the case.

Ext.3 is the said charge sheet and Ext.3(1) is his signature. 

10. Heard Learned  Counsel for the accused and Learned

Addl P.P. Going through the evidence on record it is reflected that out

of three prosecution witnesses , PW4 is the investigating Officer of the

case  and he  deposed in  his  official  capacity.  So  far  as  offence  u/s

406/420 I.P.C. is concerned,  it is seen from the case record that the

original agreement alleged to be entered in between the accused and

the informant Shri Prem Uapdhya at the time of lending Rs. 7,00,000/-



not produced before the Court though it was exhibited as M.Ext.1 . No

reason has been submitted as to why the original document was not

produced. The authenticity of signatures on the said document cannot

be verified in absence of  the original  document.  Hence offence u/s

406/ 420 I.P.C.  is  not  proved beyond reasonable doubt.  Prosecution

also failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt offence u/s 379 I.P.C. as

sufficient evidence not adduced  in this regard .

                  11.     So far as offence u/s 506 I.P.C. is concerned , the

prosecution side has been able to prove the same beyond reasonable

doubt.  PW1 Shri Monoj Kumar Gupta deposed in his evidence that he

had seen the accused giving threat to the informant. PW2 Shri Prem

Upadhyay , the informant deposed in his evidence that the accused

threatened  him  with  dire  consequences.  He   also  deposed  in  his

evidence  that  the  accused  threatened  him  to  leave  Tinsukia.  The

accused also threatened him that if  he would ask for repayment of

money, he would kill him. PW3 Shri Arvind Prasad is an independent

witness  and  he  deposed  in  support  of  the  prosecution  case.  He

deposed in his evidence that the accused person had threatened the

informant .  He deposed that the accused had told the informant to

forget the money or else the informant would have to leave Assam. 

               12.    Hence, in the present case in hand, I find that

the prosecution has been failed to prove the offences punishable u/s

406/379/420 I.P.C. beyond reasonable doubt. But so far as section 506

I.P.C. is concerned, it is found that prosecution has been able to prove

sectin   506  IPC  against  the  accused  beyond  all  reasonable  doubt.

Accordingly, the accused Sri Noren Gogoi is convicted u/s 506 I.P.C.

                  13.   On hearing the accused persons on the point of

sentence I find that the same attracts no benefit u/s 3/4 of Probation of

Offenders  Act.  The  accused  person  could  have  avoided  the  whole

situation but he intentionally committed the offence.  However, the

accused pleaded leniency stating that he did not commit any criminal



offence earlier  and that  he has liabilities  to   look after   his  other

relatives. 

         14.  Considering the antecedents and prayer of leniency, I

am of the considered view that imposition of lower punishment will

meet the ends of justice. Accordingly I sentence the convict accused

Shri Naren Gogoi to pay fine of Rs. 5000/- (Five  thousand)  for offence

u/s 506 IPC, in default of fine  he is to undergo SI for another one

month. The fine imposed by the sentence if paid or realised shall be

given to the victim  PW2 Shri Prem Upadhyay ( the informant) in due

course of time. 

 

Let a free copy be furnished to the accused. 

                    15. This case is accordingly disposed of.

       Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the  28th

day of March, 2019.

       (Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya)
         Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                  Tinsukia.

Dictated and corrected by me.

(Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya)               
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
      Tinsukia.                                                            



APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Sri Manuj Kumar Gupta,

P.W2- Sri Prem Upadhyay,

P.W3- Sri Arvind Prasad,

P.W4- Sri Muhidhar Gogoi,I.O.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.A- F.I.R.,

Ext.1- Seizure list,

Exh.2- Ejahar, 

Exh.3- Charge sheet,

     

   ( Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya )
                  Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                                                     Tinsukia. 

                           


